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Throughout the paper X will denote a completely
regular (Hausdorff) topological space and C(X) the R-alg~bra
of a~l real-valued continuous functions on X. When this
algeb~a carries the contlnuous convergence structure ~] J we
\wri te'i C (X) . We note that C (X) is a complete [sJ convergence
I c c
R -al~ebra [1] .
..-----o-ur-des-criptionof-normalit-y -Te-ads as foliows: A completely
regular topological space X is normal if and only if
C (X)/J (endowed with the obvious quotient structure, seec
section ~) is complete for every closed ideal
---1.--Residue class algebr.as
JCC (X) •c
For a closed non-empty subset AC X ,let I(A) denote
the ideal in C(X) consisting of all functions in C(X)
vanishing on A
map
Since the kernel of the restriction
r: C(X) --+- C(A) ,
sending each f ( C(X) into its restriction flA, is<- I(A) ,
we have the following commutative diagram of R-algebra
homomorphisms:
(I)
C(X) /I(A) ,
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where TI is the natural projection map and r the unique
map factoring r With C (X)/I(A) we denote C(X)/I(A)c
endowed with the natural quotient structure (in the category of
convergence spaces) of C (X)
c
with respect to TI • This means
that a filter converges to zero in C (X)/I(A)c if and only if
it is finer than the image (under TI ) of a filter converging
-to zero 1nC {X) . Endowing C(X) and C(A) with thec
continuous convergence structure and C(X)/I(A) with this
quotient structure, all the maps in diagram (I) are continuous.
_~roposition 1. The R-aZgebra monomorphism r is a
homeomorphism from C (X)/I(A)c onto a subspace of C (A),c
Froof. All we have to show is that a filter 8 on C(X)/I(A)
for which r(e) converges to zero 1n C (A)
c
also converges
----~to---zeroin-Cc-(X)II(-A) • That is ,we must construct afilter
e on C (X) c~nve~ging to zero'with the property that TI(e)-----e
lS coarser th~n 8.
Let e be a filter on C(X)/I(A) with r(e) convergent
tozero inC (A)c Hence for each p£ A and each positive
r (C(X) ) wi thand an F' f r(e) cohtained 1nP,E
real number E , thereis a neighborhood UP,E of P in X
If'(q)1 < E
Without loss of
U is a cozero-setP,E
To facilitate the construction of our filter; weX .in
for all f"€ F' and all q t:: U. _n A .P,E P,E
generality, we can assume that each
-choose inside of each U a zero-set neighborhood U inP, E P,E
X of P . -Furthermore to each y in X\A there exists, -L
di~joint from A , a cozerQ-set neighborhood
x
vy
inside of which we fix a zero-set neighborhood
of
vy
y
" .p
0.1
in
y
in X. We intend to show that all the sets of the form
F = {ftC(X): fIA£F'p,y,s p,s f(D )C [-2s,26:J,,p, £ "
and f(V) = {O} }y
for p £. A , Y £ X\A ,and s areal number greater than 0 ,
generate the desired filter. We first demonstrate that
n
r( n F ,)
. 1P',Y.,s.l= l l l
n
:> n F'. 1 p., S.l= l l ,
where D. , y. , and s. are as above. To this end, let"l l l
n
f'e n F' and J a fixed integer between 1 and n .. 1 p., S.l= l l
We now choose an element f.£C(X) for which r(f) = f' and
associate to this function the sets
P. = {q E D: I f(q) I > 2s.}
J p. ,s. JJ J
and Q. {q~ X: I f (q) I < 6:.} U (X\U )=
J ..., J p. ,£ •J J
It is clear that Q. :J A , and furthermore, P. and Q.
J J J
are disjoint zero-sets ln X . Hence there is a function
h.€C(X) separating P. and Q. , that is,
J J J
and
h.(q) = 0
J
for all q € P.
J
for all q € Q.
J
Without loss of generality, we may assume that h.(X) C [-1,1] .
J
Similarly, we pick a function k.£C(X) with the property that
J
k. (q) = 0 for all qE:V
J y.J
k~(q) = 1 for all q € X\V ,
J Yj
and kj (X)C [-l,lJ . The function g = f'h1' h2' .'''hn'k1' ...•kn
n
is an element of n F and extends f' . Now the
i=l Pi'Yi,si
filter 8 generated on C(X) by all the sets of the form
(*) obvi6usly converges to zero in
lS satisfied, TI(8) is coarser than
is complete.
C (X) . Because (x.#')c
8 , and thus the ploof
Next, we will investigate the universal representatioD [2]
of C (X)/I(A) , i.e., the R-algebra C (Hom'C (X)/I(A»c c c c
and the R-algebra homomorphism ,
d: C (X)/I(A)c --, C (Hom C (X)/I(A»c c c
where Hom C (X)/I(A) denotes the space or all continuousc c
R-algebra homomorphisms from C (X.)/I(A)c onto R together
with the continuous convergence structure. The map d sends~
each element rE C (X)/I(A) to the function_defined byc
der) (h) = her) for each h € Hom C (X)/I(A) .c c
We intend to establish a relationship between
Hom C (X)/I(A) and A. The homomorphism TI inducesc c
a continuous map
TI*: Ho m C ( X ) / I ( A) - Ho m C ( X) ,c c c c .'\:,.
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sending each h£Holn C (X)/I(A)c c to By HOIn C (X)C C .
we mean the collection of all continuous R-algebra homomorphisms
from C (X) onto R together with the continuous convergencec
structure. As pointed out in [3J the map
iX: X ~ Horn C (X) ,c c
and all p f X , is a homeomorphismo Hence the map
defined by the relation i (p) (f) = f(p)X . for all f€C(X)
o -1 if
lX 0 TI
is a closed subset of a completely.regular space.
h €. Horn C (X)/I(A)c c
I (A) and A
maps HOIn C (X)/I(A) continuously into X. In fact, thec c
-1 *range of this map lS in A since (iX 0 TI ) (h) for any
is sent to zero by all the functions in
Next, we show that -1 *'lX 0 TI is actually a bij ection onto A.
Because TI is surjective, the map -1i 0 TI~X is clearly
injective. For the surjectivity, choose a point pt A. The
homomorphism iX(p): Cc(X) --+ R annihilates all the functions
in I(A), and therefore can be factored to a continuous homomor-
phism h on C (X) / I (A) .c It is clear that
Proposition 2. The map
/
. -1 *lX 0 TI : Horn C (X)/I(A) ~ Ac c
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Since o -1 *"lX "TI is a continuous bijection,
it remains to verify that (0 -1 *)-1lX C' TI is also continuous.
We have the commutative diagram
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-*where r sends each h£Hom C (A) to herc c Since both
and -1f'rare continuous, the proposition is established.
2. Closed C-embedded subsets
A closed non-empty subset A of aspace X is said to be
C-embedded if every continuous real-valued function defined
on A has a continuous extension to X, that is to say
r: C(X) ---? C(A)
is surjective. For example, every compact subset of X is
C-embedded.
Theorem 1. A cZosed non-empty subset A of a compZeteZy
reguZar topoZogicaZ space X is C-embedded if and onZy if
C (X)/I(A) is compZete.c
Proof.' If A is a C-embedded subset of X , then the
map r is a homeomorphism (see pr6position 1) and hence
C (X)/I(A)c
is complete.
is complete~ Conversely, assume that C (X)/I(A)
c
Proposition 1 implies that r(C (X)/I(A)) isc
a closed subalgebra of C (A) •c By a type of Stone-Weierstrass
theorem proved in [51, which states that a closed subalgebra
~;,.
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of C (y) that contains the constant functions and determinesc
the topology (see ~J, p. 39) of the completely regular
topological space Y is all of C(Y) , we conclude that the
map r is surjective. Thus A is C-embedded.
Prop~sition 3. A closed non-empty subset A of a
completely regular topological space X is compact if and only
if C (X)/I(A)c is normable.
Proof. For A compact, C (A)c is a normed algebra
under the supremum norm. It follows from proposition 1
that C (X)/I(A)c is normable. On the other hand, if C (X)/I(A)c
is normable, then
space (see [7 J)
Hain C (X)/I(A)c c
and hence A is
is a compact topological
compact by proposition 2.
Corollary. Let A be a closed non-empty subset of
a completely regular topological space
is normable~ "then it is complete.
X . If G (X)/I(A)c
3. Normal spaces
A completely regular topological space is normal if and
only ifevery non-empty closed subset is C-embedded (see [6J,
p. 48). In view of theorem 1, we know that the space X is
normal if and only if C (X)/I(A) lS complete for everyc
non-empty closed subs'et AcX . Since every closed ideal in
C (X) is of the form I(A) for a non-empty closed subsetc
A of X (see [4]), we state
-8-
Theorem 2. A completely regular topological space X
is normal if and only if
ideal JCC (X) .c 0
C (X)/Jc
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